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Since launching 11 years ago, Sainsbury’s is now the UK’s ninth largest retailer 

of homeware and with a newly shaped business, following the acquisition of 

Home Retail Group in September 2016, our offering to customers is stronger 

and more versatile than ever before. 

Our talented, 14 strong, in-house design team produce 100 per cent of their own 

label home products, delivering on-trend pieces and design classics to inspire 

customers in-store every ten weeks. With 30 per cent lower prices and better 

value than high street quality homeware specialists, our mission is to enable 

customers to style their homes with excellent quality and beautifully designed 

pieces. 

James Brown, Director of Non-Food Trading 

BUSINESS OVERVIEW

We are delighted to introduce the Sainsbury’s 2017 High Summer Home & 

Lifestyle collection which includes five new looks created exclusively by our 

in-house design team and will be available in stores from June 2017. 

Quality and value are of the utmost importance to us and our home range is 

intended to cover all the important interior bases. The high summer collection 

includes trend-led products - from table top and living to bed and bath. We are 

also excited to launch three new outdoor collections that are an extension of 

the home trends, allowing customers to express their personal style with our 

versatile designs, confident they are getting great value at better-than-high-

street prices. 

There is something for all of our design conscious customers this season. Choose 

from the country inspired aesthetic of Bloomville, the glamorous Moroccan 

Luxe collection or the statement style of Printmakers. ‘South America’, a new 

cookshop collection, brings warm and vibrant tones to the kitchen, whilst a 

retro inspired outdoor BBQ collection creates the perfect setting for enjoying 

the warm weather this summer. 

Andrew Tanner, Design Manager for Home and Seasonal 

HOME & LIFESTYLE
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Printmakers
Make a statement with the new Printmakers collection, featuring bold colours and geometric 
prints. This contemporary look brings a room to life with turquoise tones and pops of yellow 
that are incorporated within a sophisticated palette of navy and grey. Printed textiles, wooden 
objets and four exclusively designed fragrances help to create a unique, trend-led interior. Bring 
a splash of colour outside with the Printmakers picnicware offering, including a melamine 
dining range and accessories for a stylish outdoor setting this summer. 

Printmakers Table 
Runner, £8

Printmakers Platter, 
£6

Printmakers Bird Sculpture 
Small, £7

Printmakers 
Salad Bowl, £8

Printmakers Teal Knitted Throw 
With Pom-Poms 125x150, £25

Printmakers Lunch 
Tote, £6 

Printmakers 
Frame 5x7, £8

Printmakers Colour Block 
Printed Bedlinen Double, £21

Printmakers Double Side 
Cushion 50x50, £14
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Moroccan Luxe
This summer, Sainsbury’s launches a sumptuous collection of home accessories and tableware 
in metallic colours and rich textures, inspired by traditional Moroccan designs and prints. Soft 
grey tones are used throughout the collection, incorporating luxurious velvet and marble with 
exquisite gold embellishments. Choose from four exclusively designed fragrances to set the 
scene of a warm Moroccan summer’s day. This trend extends to an outdoor offering with top 
tier melamine tableware and metal hurricane lanterns to ensure alfresco dining carries on late 
into a summer’s evening. 

Moroccan Luxe 
Champagne Flute, £4

Moroccan Luxe 
Platter, £10

Moroccan Luxe 
Pasta Bowl, £4

Moroccan Luxe Embroidered 
Medallion Bed Linen Double, £30

Moroccan Luxe White Cut Out 
Lantern Large, £18

Moroccan Luxe Metal 
Nibble Bowl, £3

Moroccan Luxe Metal 
Serving Tray, £12

Moroccan Luxe 
Tassel Cushion, £12

Moroccan Luxe Glass 
Vase, £12
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Bloomville
Update a room this summer with the sophisticated story of Bloomville. Stylish floral prints 
designed by the Sainsbury’s in-house team adorn textiles and ceramics in beautiful pastel 
hues of blue and pink. These summery tones marry with a variety of textures and materials 
for a fresh take on this classic country style. The collection is complemented by a feminine 
fragrance of Peony and Wildflower available in tea lights and diffusers, ideal for creating a 
summer vibe well into the autumnal months. 

Bloomville Hob Nail Tea 
Light Holder, £3 each

Bloomville Cake Plate 
4pk, £10

Bloomville Ceramic 
Mixing Bowl, £12

Bloomville Large Multi-Floral 
Printed Bedlinen Double, £21

Bloomville Blue Floral Sateen 
Printed Bedlinen Double, £31

Bloomville Cake 
Tin, £6

Bloomville Mug,
£3

Bloomville Cake 
Stand, £15

Bloomville Baskets 
2pk, £20
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South American
Bring South American vibes to the kitchen with this new collection of cookshop essentials. Mix 
and match plates and bowls that are designed with vibrant patterns in electric colours of blue, 
yellow and orange. Be inspired to serve and dine in style, and cook up a feast with cast iron 
skillets and casserole dishes and then get the party started with homemade margaritas! 

South American 
Nibble Bowl, £3

South American Cast Iron 
Trivet Orange, £15

South American Serving 
Buckets 3pk, £4

South American Coloured 
Paddle Board, £12

South American 
Tea Plate, £3.50 

South American 
450ml Mason Jar, £3

South American Cast Iron 
Casserole Dish, £X

South American Coloured 
Round Board, £14

South American 
Tea Towel 3pk, £6
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BBQ
Channel the retro style of an American diner with the new BBQ collection from Sainsbury’s, 
dishing up summertime favourites of burgers and hot dogs from a sizzling bucket barbeque 
onto trendy black and red picnicware. 

BBQ Popcorn Box 
White Check, 4pk, £2

BBQ Fish 
Grill, £6

BBQ Basket 
Red, £1

BBQ Basket 
Black, £1

BBQ Text Lunch 
Napkins 20pk, £2 BBQ Check Platters

3pk, £3

BBQ Stainless Steel 
Sausage Roller, £7

BBQ Stainless Steel 
Tongs, £4

BBQ Grilling Lunch 
Napkins 20pk, £2
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For further information/images, please contact:

Letitia.Hamilton@camronpr.com

Sahar.Beyad@camronpr.com

 +44 (0) 20 7420 1700


